
Swimtech Pools & Spa
Readymade Swimming Pools

The colours of your wellness



SWIMTECH is one of the leading pool and spa makers in India. With a strong base in Goa, Swimtech has also significant

presence in the neighboring states of Maharashtra, Karnataka, Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh, where it has successfully executed

several water engineering projects.

Swimtech is powered by a team of highly skilled professionals, who are experts in designing and building Readymade  and

Conventional Swimming pools, Water Parks, Water features (fountains), Spa (Jacuzzi), Steam room, Sauna room and Aqua gym.

We are also successfully executing projects related to water-treatment plants for drinking water applications.

The product range of Swimtech Pools & Spa consists of FRP Panels, Liner, & Readymade Pool fixtures ( Floor inlet , wall Inlet ,

Main drain , Vaccum point , Skimmer )  &  Bobbin-wound sand filters, Multiport valves, Re-circulating swimming pool pumps,

Skimmers and Concrete fixtures (Floor inlet, wall inlet, vacuum point), Spa nozzle jets, Pneumatic switch, Under water halogen

and LED lights along with transformers, Ornamental features, Heat pump and online heaters, Chemical dosing pump and Ozone

equipment and  UV. We also have a dealership of Piccolo Mosaic Limited (Italia glass mosaic).

For Readymade swimming pool liner, we are associated with a global Company Called Polyglass Mapei Group - Italy, we are

authorised distributor for all over India, and for Conventional swimming pool and water feature related products, we are tied up

with best-in-class global companies from Germany (Midas), United Kingdom (Certkin), Spain (Astral), and Australia (Emaux), who

are the leading manufacturers of swimming pool equipment in Europe and who are supplying their equipment to many other

pool construction companies in Europe as well as the Indian market.

Swimtech is headed by its founder, who started work at the age of 15, in the year 1995. Fueled by his passion, in the past 22

years, the company has grown dramatically and we have completed more than 400 projects in the above-mentioned states.

Our Profile

We at Swimtech assure you of the best quality products and services, around the clock.
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Lipari
Lipari is a sensorial experience: an

explosion of total liberty, a place to explore

in the company of someone special.

The view around the island is  breathtaking.

The low sucking of the tide can be heard at

the water's edge along with the volcano's

enormous silence. Water, a fundamental

element of pleasure, just like your pool.





Capri
You're in the right place, but will you be able

to capturethe idyllic essence of the Isle of Capri?

It might be easier with a friend. Leisurely strolls

along the water'sedge, boat rides to the Grotta

Azzurra. Have a nicelong swim, and capture

the sun's last rays as it sinks slowly into the sea.

Return to this abundance of water lit up at

night: a pool of joy.





Egadi
A transparent sea, a submarine world of

grottos, walls and rocky seabeds where

gorgonias, sponges and corals live together

with violet lobsters and great shoals of blue

fish. These seas are the untouched source

of poems and legendary tales. The mythical

“Aegades” of Homer.





Sahara

The landscape is in continuous evolution, and nothing is what it appears to be:

a mirage wavers in the scorching air. Reach a tiny oasis hidden beneath

the palms and discover the transparent miracle of water in a swimming pool, a

glass of mint tea, the mystery of a new beginning. Listen to the sound of clear

water flowing at your pool's edge.





Salina
A romantic refuge, the ideal

place to relax,between the sea

and the sky. Stay out late,

carefree, beneath the stars.

Appreciate the silence of the

island whose name holds the

sea's salt and sand, the fragrance

o f S c o t ch b ro om. p r in c e s ,

“The Leopard”, at the edge of your

pool.





Ischia
This landscape, which I have already longing, is

like dissolved in water. And it's the loneliness that

promises everything that leaves us free. When I try to

imagine a pure love, or the life to come, what I hear

is the sound of underground streams, what I see is a

limestone landscape, that lingers against rock under

the sun, that fascinates us with its abysses.





Pompei

The gaze reflects in ancient mosaic, lost in

shadow. Bits of me, bits of you, pieces of

memory, unique fragments pieced together.

Light glitters on each and every one. The

colours of emotion unleashed in to the air.



FRP Membrane Panels
with supports Replace RCC Concrete Wall

Our Key Products for Filteration





ABSOLUTE COLOUR

Choose the shade of colour you want to give the water in

your pool. Thanks to Mapepool technology, your colour will

stay perfect and unchanged over the years.

Mapepool technology  can give you a pool in any shape you

desire, from classic rectangular form to the most unusual

YOUR OWN POOL IN A WEEK

Your membrane installation will require just a few days.

EUROPEAN STANDARD EN 71-3

No migration of heavy metals.

Mapepool complies with European Standard EN 71-3

(safety of toys / migration of certain elements).

UV RESISTANT

Mapepool membranes resist UV radiation and have

passed severe control testing.

MICRO-ORGANISM RESISTANT

No growth of micro-organisms.

Mapepool membranes guarantee the most absolute

resistance to the formation of micro-organisms (fungus,

bacteria and spores). Mapepool membranes are suitable

for public and private swimming pools.

WATER TREATMENT

Swimming pool water requires treatment with the right

products (always respect the instructions for use and

dosage recommended by the suppliers of the respective

products).

WARRANTY

Mapepool  is a brand of Polyglass S.p.A., a Mapei

Group member. Mapepool swimming pool quality is

guaranteed for 10 years.

Advantages



Accessories

76711061001 - MAPEPOOL PVC LIQUID / LIQUIDO SAHARA
76711041001 - MAPEPOOL PVC LIQUID / LIQUIDO LIPARI
76711011001 - MAPEPOOL PVC LIQUID / LIQUIDO CAPRI
76711071001 - MAPEPOOL PVC LIQUID / LIQUIDO SALINA
76711021001 - MAPEPOOL PVC LIQUID / LIQUIDO EGADI
76711031001 - MAPEPOOL PVC LIQUID / LIQUIDO ISCHIA

Height mt Length mt Thickness mm

MAPEPOOL 1.65 25 1.5

MAPEPOOL 2.00 25 1.5

MAPEPOOL ANTISLIP 1.65 10 2.0

1213-CPR-06

Art. - 76710061001

Antislip

Art. - 76710042001

Art. - 76710041001

Antislip

Art. - 76710022001

Art. - 76710021001

Antislip

Art. - 76710072001

Art. - 76710071001

Antislip

Art. - 76710052001

Art. - 76710032001

Art. - 76710031001

Antislip

Art. - 76710012004

Art. - 76710011001

Antislip
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Some of our Clients and Projects

INDIVIDUAL VILLAS

•Sanjay Ghodavat

•Remo Fernandes

•Sunil Shetty

•Sanjay Dutt

•Carlos Vaz

•Stephen D’Souza

•Umaji Chogule

•Edgar Alphonso

•Raya Shankhwalker

•Ashley Mascarenhas

BUILDERS & DEVELOPERS

•Acron Developers

•Adwalpalker Constructions

•Nitin Developers

•C. V. Constructions

•Scholar Builders

•Shettye Builders

•Models Constructions

•Chogule Constructions

•Vianaar Home

•Veera Group

HOTELS & RESORTS

•Fortune Group

•ITC Group

•Grand Hyatt

•Acacia Hotel

•La-Calapso Hotel

•Sanskruti Resort

•Sinq Beach Club

•Hacienda De Goa

•Sonesta Inns

•La Meridian
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Office & Showroom Address
Shop No. 1, Samruddhi Life Style,

Opp. Diamond Hardware, Alto-Porvorim, Goa  - 403521

Warehouse Address

Shop No. 5. Adwalpalkar Dinapai Residency Shankarwadi, Panaji Goa - 403001

Ph.No. 0832-6511269, +91 9850986609 www.swimtech.in  swimtechprashant@gmail.com


